Sommerville:
1. Parliament 1500-1600 (20)
2. The Early Reformation (24)
3. The Mid-Tudor Years (14)
4. Elizabethan Government (13)
5. Family, Sex, and Marriage (25)
6. English Civil War (6+11 articles)
1. JS Roskell 'Perspectives in English Parliamentary History' in E Fryde and E Miller, ed, *Historical studies of the English Parliament*, vol II
4. MAR Graves, *The Tudor Parliaments*
5. MAR Graves, *Elizabethan Parliaments*
6. JE Neale, *The Elizabethan House of Commons*
8. SE Lehmberg, *The Reformation parliament, 1529-36*
9. SE Lehmberg, *The Later Parliaments of Henry VIII*
10. GR Elton, *Reform and Renewal*, esp chapters 4-6
12. MAR Graves, *The House of Lords in the parliaments of Edward VI and Mary I*
13. JE Neale, *Elizabeth and her parliaments* 2 vols
18. J Loach, *Parliaments under the Tudors*
Theme Two: The Early Reformation (24)

2. AG Dickens, The English Reformation (strongly pushing the 'from below' interpretation)
3. JJ Scarisbrick, The Reformation and the English people (opposes Dickens)
4. E Duffy, The stripping of the altars: traditional religion in England 1400-1580 (important, full scale attempt to vindicate the Catholic view)
5. Claire Cross, Church and people
6. C Haigh (ed.) The English Reformation revised
7. P Heath, The English parish clergy on the eve of the Reformation
8. M Bowker, The secular clergy in the diocese of Lincoln
10. M Bowker 'The commons' supplication against the ordinaries in the light of some archidiaconal acta Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 21 (1971)
13. GR Elton, Policy and police
14. Joyce Youings, The dissolution of the monasteries
15. Christopher Haigh 'The continuity of Catholicism in the English Reformation' Past and Present, 93, 1981
17. ME Aston, 'Lollardy and the Reformation: survival or revival?', History 49 (1964)
18. JAF Thomon, The later Lollards 1414-1520 (revised ed.)
19. DM Loades, Revolution in religion: the English Reformation 1530-70
20. C Haigh, The English Reformations
21. R Warnicke, Anne Boleyn (see also Ives' review, in Historical Journal)
22. Christopher Haigh, 'Success and Failure in the English Reformation' Past and Present 2001 173
Theme Three: The Mid-Tudor Years (15)

1. *Jennifer Loach & Robert Tittler, The Mid-Tudor polity
3. *WRD Jones, The mid-Tudor crisis, 1539-1563
4. *GR Elton, Reform and Reformation
5. *Conrad Russell, Crisis of Parliaments, pp123-144
7. *D Hoak, The king's council in the reign of Edward VI
12. F Heal, Of prelates and princes
14. Jordan Edward IV: The Threshold of Power
15. Jordan, Edward VI: The Young King
Theme Four: Elizabethan Government, 1558-1603  (13)
1 JE Neale, *Queen Elizabeth I*
4 AGR Smith, *The government of Elizabethan England*
5 W T MacCaffrey 'Place and patronage in Elizabethan politics' in S.T.Bindoff ed., *Elizabethan government and society*
6 JE Neale, 'The Elizabethan age' and 'The Elizabethan political scene' in *Essays in Elizabethan history*
7 P Williams, *The Tudor regime*
9 W T MacCaffrey, 'The crown and the new aristocracy' *Past and Present* 30 (1965)
10 W T MacCaffrey, The shaping of the Elizabethan regime 1558-72
11 W T MacCaffrey, Queen Elizabeth and the making of policy, 1572-88
12 W T MacCaffrey, Elizabeth I: War and politics 1588-1603
13 S Adams 'Favourites and Factions at the Elizabethan Court' in RG Asch and AM Burke ed., *Princes, patronage and the nobility*
Theme Five: The Family, Sex, and Marriage in Early Modern England (“gender”)

1. R Houlbrooke, *English family life*
3. S Ozment, *When fathers ruled: family life in Reformation Europe*
5. M Ingram, *Church courts, sex and marriage in England 1570-1640*
6. GR Quaife, *Wanton wenches and wayward wives: peasants and illicit sex in early seventeenth century England*
8. RB Schnucker, 'Elizabethan birth control', *Journal of Interdisciplinary History* 4 (1975)
11. MR Sommerville, *Sex and subjection: attitudes to women in early modern society*
12. M Prior, ed., *Women in English Society 1500-1800*
13. A L Erickson, *Women and Property in Early Modern England*
14. P Hogrefe, *Tudor women: commoners and queens*
17. V Fildes ed., *Women as mothers in pre-industrial England*
Theme Six: English Civil War

Introductory

1. JP Sommerville, *Royalists and Patriots*
2. Ann Hughes, *Causes of the English Civil War*
3. Conrad Russell, *Causes of the English Civil War*
6. C Russell, ed., *The origins of the English Civil War*

Some articles

CSR Russell, 'Parliamentary history in perspective, 1604-1629' *History* 61 (1976)
JH Hexter. 'Power struggle, parliament and liberty in early Stuart England' *Journal of Modern History* 50 (1978) – on revisionism
TK Rabb & D Hirst, 'Revisionism revised' *Past and Present* 92 (1981) – on revisionism
Jenny Wormald, 'James VI & I: two kings or one?' *History* 68 (1978)
JA Guy 'The origins of the Petition of Right reconsidered' *Historical Journal*, 25 (1982); [but also see Kishlansky's demolition in *Historical Journal*]
R Zaller 'What does the English Revolution mean?', *Albion* 18(1986), 617-35